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Abstract
Loops and cycles play an important role in computing endomorphism rings of supersingular elliptic
curves and related cryptosystems. For a supersingular elliptic curve E, if an imaginary quadratic order
O can be embedded in End(E) and a prime L splits into two principle ideals in O, we construct loops
or cycles in supersingular L-isogeny graph at the vertices which are next to j(E) in supersingular
ℓ-isogeny graph where ℓ is a prime different from L. Next, we discuss the lengths of these cycles
especially for j(E) = 1728 and 0. Finally, we also determine the upper bounds on primes p for which
there are unexpected 2-cycles if ℓ doesn’t split in O.
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1. Introduction
Elliptic curves over finite fields play an important role in cryptography. A recent research area
is cryptosystems whose security is based on the difficulty of finding a path in the isogeny graphs of
supersingular elliptic curves. What’s more, the only known quantum algorithm for this problem, due to
Biasse, Jao and Sanker [2], has exponential complexity. Until now, the efficient algorithms in [12, 7] to
compute endomorphism rings or isogenies between supersingular elliptic curves are to use the isogeny
graph, which is a Ramanujan graph introduced in [16]. These algorithms have exponential complexity.
Let Fp be a finite field of characteristic p and p > 3, and let Fp denote its algebraic closure. Let ℓ be
a prime different from p. The supersingular isogeny graph Gℓ(Fp) is a directed graph whose vertices
are the Fp-isomorphism classes of supersingular elliptic curves defined over Fp, and whose directed arcs
represent ℓ-isogenies (up to a certain equivalence) defined over Fp. We label vertices of Gℓ(Fp) with
their j-invariants.
Cryptographic applications based on the hardness of computing isogenies between supersingular
elliptic curves were first proposed in 2006. Charles, Goren and Lauter constructed a hash function
in [3] from the supersingular isogeny graphs Gℓ(Fp). Finding collisions for the CGL hash function is
connected to finding loops or cycles in supersingular isogeny graphs Gℓ(Fp).
In 2011, Jao and De Feo [10] (see also [6]) presented a key agreement scheme whose security is based
on the hardness of finding path in isogeny graphs Gℓ(Fp) for small ℓ (typically ℓ = 2, 3). There is also
a submission [5] to the PQC standardization competition based on supersingular isogeny problems.
Moreover, Eisentra¨ger et al. [9] proved that finding path in supersingular ℓ-isogeny graph is equiv-
alent to computing the endomorphism rings of supersingular elliptic curves. Constructing cycles in
supersingular isogeny graphs is important in algorithmic number theory and cryptographic systems.
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Adj et al. [1] defined isogeny graph Gℓ(Fp2) and described clearly the subgraphs Gℓ(Fp2 , 0) and
Gℓ(Fp2 ,±p). Adj et al. also proved the following result in [1]:
Gℓ(Fp) ∼= Gℓ(Fp2 , 2p) ∼= Gℓ(Fp2 ,−2p).
Moreover, Adj et al. and Ouyang-Xu [15] proved the following results about the loops at the vertices
1728 and 0 in Gℓ(Fp2 , 2p). For ℓ > 3 a prime integer, if p ≡ 3 mod 4 and p > 4ℓ, there are either 2
or 0 loops at 1728 if ℓ ≡ 1 mod 4 or 3 mod 4 respectively; and if p ≡ 2 mod 3 and p > 3ℓ, there are
either 2 or 0 loops at 0 if ℓ ≡ 1 mod 3 or 2 mod 3 respectively. Li-Ouyang-Xu [13] also described the
neighborhood of vertices 1728 and 0 in Gℓ(Fp).
The methods in [15] and [13] depend on the known endomorphism ring of supersingular elliptic
curves. For a general supersingular elliptic curve E, it’s very difficult to compute the endomorphism
ring End(E), but we may know a non-trivial endomorphism of E. Assume an imaginary quadratic
order O can be embedded in the endomorphism ring of E, we construct loops or cycles in supersingular
L-isogeny graph if a prime L splits into two principal ideal in O. We also discuss the lengths of these
cycles. Since the results for j = 1728 and 0 are more explicit, we will discuss these special cases
separately. For a prime p, the vertices in different supersingular isogeny graphs are the same, and our
results show a deeper connection between these supersingular isogeny graphs. In this paper, a m-cycle
means a simple cycle in [12] with m vertices and a loop is a 1-cycle. ℓ and L will denote different
primes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide preliminaries on elliptic
curves over finite fields, maximal orders of Bp,∞ and modular polynomials. We construct loops and
cycles in Section 3 and discuss the lengths of these cycles in Section 4. In Section 5, we determine
the upper bounds on primes p for which there are unexpected 2-cycles in GL(Fp). Finally, we make a
conclusion in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Elliptic Curves over Finite Fields
We recall basic facts about elliptic curves over finite fields. The general references are [18, 22]. In
the remainder of this paper, p and ℓ will denote different prime integers and p > 3.
Let Fq be a finite extension of Fp and Fp be the algebraic closure of Fp. An elliptic curve E over a
finite field Fq is defined by a Weierstrass equation Y
2 = X3+aX+b where a, b ∈ Fq and 4a3+27b2 6= 0.
The chord-and-tangent addition law transforms E(Fq) =
{
(x, y) ∈ F2q : y2 = x3 + ax+ b
} ∪ {∞} into
an abelian group, where ∞ is the point at infinity. For any integer n ≥ 2 with p ∤ n, the group of
n-torsion points on E is isomorphic to Zn ⊕ Zn. In particular, if n is prime then E has exactly n+ 1
distinct subgroups of order n.
Let E1 and E2 be elliptic curves defined over Fq. An isogeny from E1 to E2 is a morphism φ :
E1 → E2 satisfying φ(∞) = ∞. In this paper, the isogenies are always nonconstant. An isogeny
φ is a surjective group homomorphism with finite kernel. Every Fq-isogeny can be represented as
φ = (r1(X), r2(X) · Y ) where r1, r2 ∈ Fq(X). Let r1(X) = p1(X)/q1(X), where p1, q1 ∈ Fq[X ] with
gcd(p1, q1) = 1. The degree of φ is max(deg p1, deg q1). φ is said to be separable if r
′
1(X) 6= 0. Note
that all isogenies of prime degree ℓ 6= p are separable. If φ : E1 → E2 be an isogeny of degree m, then
there exists a unique isogeny φˆ : E2 → E1 satisfying φˆ ◦ φ = [m] and φ ◦ φˆ = [m], where [m] is the
multiplication-by-m map with degree m2. φˆ is called the dual of φ. The following lemma is in chapter
3 of [18].
Lemma 1. Let φ : E1 → E2 and ψ : E1 → E3 be nonconstant isogenies, assume that φ is separable.
If ker(φ) ⊆ ker(ψ), then there is a unique isogeny λ : E2 → E3 satisfying ψ = λ ◦ φ.
An endomorphism of E is an isogeny from E to itself. The Frobenius map π : (x, y) 7→ (xq , yq)
is an inseparable endomorphism. The characteristic polynomial of π is x2 − tx + q, where t is the
trace of π and the Hasse’s Theorem implies that |t| ≤ 2√q and #E(Fq) = q + 1 − t. Tate’s Theorem
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asserts that E1 and E2 are Fq-isogenous if and only if #E1(Fq) = #E2(Fq). It is well known that E
is supersingular (resp. ordinary) if and only if p | t (resp. p ∤ t).
The j-invariant of E is j(E) = 1728 · 4a3/(4a3 + 27b2). One can easily check that j(E) = 0 if and
only if a = 0, and j(E) = 1728 if and only if b = 0. Different elliptic curves with the same j-invariant
are isomorphic over the algebraic closure field. An automorphism of E is an isomorphism from E to
itself. The group of all automorphisms of E that are defined over Fp is denoted by Aut(E). As we
know, Aut(E) ∼= {±1} if j(E) 6= 0, 1728. If j(E) = 1728, then Aut(E) is a cyclic group of order 4 with
generator θ : (x, y) 7→ (−x, iy) where i is a primitive fourth root of unity. If j(E) = 0, then Aut(E)
is a cyclic group of order 6 with generator ω : (x, y) 7→ (ηx,−y) where η is a primitive third root of
unity.
Moreover, the j-invariant of any supersingular elliptic curve over F is proved to be in Fp2 [18] and
it is called a supersingular j-invariant. From now on, suppose E is supersingular, since j(E) ∈ Fp2 ,
we assume E is defined over Fp2 . Schoof [17] determined the number of isomorphism classes of elliptic
curves over a finite field. The number of supersingular j-invariants is [ p12 ] + ǫ, where ǫ = 0, 1, 1, 2 if
p ≡ 1, 5, 7, 11 (mod 12) respectively.
Supersingular isogeny graph Gℓ(Fp) is a Ramanujan graph whose vertices are the supersingular j-
invariants and edges are equivalent classes of ℓ-isogenies defined over Fp. Let φ1, φ2 : E(j1) → E(j2)
be two ℓ-isogenies defined over Fp. We say that φ1 and φ2 are equivalent if they have the same
kernel, or equivalently, if there exist ρ2 ∈ Aut(E(j2)) such that φ2 = ρ2 ◦ φ1. Adj et al. proved
Gℓ(Fp2 , 2p) ∼= Gℓ(Fp2 ,−2p) ∼= Gℓ(Fp). In the remainder of this paper, we will use the symbol Gℓ(Fp).
2.2. Endomorphism Ring and Quaternion Algebra
The endomorphism ring End(E) is a maximal order of Bp,∞ if E is supersingular, where Bp,∞ is
a quaternion algebra [20, 21] defined over Q and ramified at p and ∞. The reduced trace Trd and
reduced norm Nrd of α ∈ Bp,∞ are defined as:
Trd(α) = α+ α¯, Nrd(α) = αα¯
where α¯ is the canonical involution of α.
An order O of Bp,∞ is a subring of Bp,∞ which is also a lattice, and is called a maximal order if it
is not properly contained in any other order. Two orders O1 and O2 are equivalent if and only if there
exists α ∈ B∗p,∞ such that O1 = α−1O2α. For O a maximal order of Bp,∞, let I be a left ideal of O.
Define the left order OL(I) and right order OR(I) of I by
OL(I) = {x ∈ Bp,∞ : xI ⊆ I} , OR(I) = {x ∈ Bp,∞ : Ix ⊆ I}
Moreover, OL(I) = O and OR(I) = O′ is also a maximal order, in which case we say that I connects
O and O′ . The reduced norm of I can be defined as
Nrd(I) = gcd({Nrd(α)|α ∈ I}).
Fix a maximal order O, any left ideal of O with reduced norm ℓ can be written as I = Oℓ+Oα where
α ∈ O is such that ℓ | Nrd(α). For any I1, I2 left ideals of O, I1 and I2 belong to the same ideal
class if and only if there exists µ ∈ B∗p,∞ such that I1 = I2µ. Moreover, if Nrd(I1) = Nrd(I2), then
Nrd(µ) = 1. Let Xℓ be the set of all left O-ideals of reduced norm ℓ, there are ℓ + 1 ideals in Xℓ.
Given a quadratic order O and a maximal order O of Bp,∞, we say that O is optimally embedded in
O if O = O ∩K for some subfield K ⊆ Bp,∞.
A theorem by Deuring [8] gives an equivalence of categories between the supersingular j-invariants
and the maximal orders in quaternion algebra Bp,∞. Furthermore, if E is an elliptic curve with
End(E) = O, there is a one-to-one correspondence between isogenies φ : E → E′ and left O-ideals I.
More details on the correspondence can be found in Chapter 42 of [21].
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2.3. j-Function and Modular Polynomials
In this subsection, we present some properties of j-function. The reader can refer to [4, 22] for more
details. Given τ in the upper half plane H, we get a lattice [1, τ ] and the j-function j(τ) is defined by
j(τ) = j([1, τ ]) = 1728
(1 + 240
∑∞
k=1
k3qk
1−qk )
3
(1 + 240
∑∞
k=1
k3qk
1−qk )
3 − (1 − 504∑∞k=1 k5qk1−qk )2
.
Let K be an imaginary quadratic field. If τ ∈ K \ Q, then L = [1, τ ] is a lattice in K. We can
define the order O of L to be the set of elements λ ∈ K such that λL ⊆ L. It is well known that the
elliptic curve E(j(τ)) defined over C with j-invariant j(τ) has complex multiplication O. Cox lists the
13 orders with class number one and the corresponding j-invariants in §12 of [4].
Deuring’s reducing and lifting theorems in [8] describe the structures of endomorphism rings which
are preserved in passing between elliptic curves over every field.
For any τ ∈ H, the complex numbers j(τ) and j(Nτ) are the j-invariants of elliptic curves defined
overC that are related by an isogeny whose kernel is a cyclic group of orderN . The minimal polynomial
ΦN (Y ) of the function j(Nz) over the field C(j(z)) has coefficients that are integer polynomials in
j(z). If we replace j(z) with X , we obtain the modular polynomial ΦN ∈ Z[X,Y ] which is symmetric
in X and Y and has degree N
∏
ℓ|N (1 +
1
ℓ
) in both variables.
When N is a prime integer, every N -isogeny is cyclic, and we have
ΦN (j(E1), j(E2)) = 0⇐⇒ E1 and E2 are N -isogenous.
This moduli interpretation remains valid over every field, even those of positive characteristic.
3. Constructing Cycles
In this section, we will construct loops or cycles at some vertices in supersingular isogeny graphs.
We assume L and ℓ are different primes.
Let E be a supersingular elliptic curve defined over Fp2 , and assume that an imaginary quadratic
order Z[τ ] can be optimally embedded in O ∼= End(E). Suppose E[ℓ] = 〈P,Q〉, where P and Q are
ℓ-torsion points and linearly independent, so there are ℓ + 1 subgroups of E[ℓ] with order ℓ. If Gn
is one of these ℓ + 1 subgroups, then φn : E → En(∼= E/Gn) is a ℓ-isogeny with kernel Gn. Let
GL(Fp, ℓ + 1) denote the subgraph of GL(Fp) which consists of j(En) for n = 0, . . . , ℓ. We have the
following theorem.
Theorem 1. If an imaginary quadratic order Z[τ ] is optimally embedded in O ∼= End(E), then there
are loops or cycles at j(En) in GL(Fp, ℓ+ 1) for every n ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ} where L splits into two principal
ideals in Z[τ ].
Proof. We assume τ =
√−d where d is a positive integer, and the other case can be proved similarly.
If Z[
√−d] is optimally embedded in End(E), then ℓ√−d ∈ On where On is the endomorphism ring
of En. Since L splits into two principal ideals in Z[
√−d], we can write L = a2 + db2 with a, b ∈ Z.
If ℓ | b, then L can be written as L = αα¯ with α, α¯ ∈ Z[ℓ√−d]. In this case, there are at least 2
loops at j(En) for n = 0, . . . , ℓ.
If ℓ ∤ b, then [a ± b√−d](mP + nQ) ∈ E[ℓ] for m,n ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ} since deg([a ± b√−d]) = L 6= ℓ.
Considering the following two isogenies:
Ψn,± : En
φˆn // E
[a±b√−d]// E
where φˆn is the dual isogeny of φn, we have Ψn,+(En[ℓ]) = [a + b
√−d](Gn) (resp. Ψn,−(En[ℓ]) =
[a − b√−d](Gn)) is the kernel of some φn1 (resp. φn2 ). The isogenies φn1 ◦ Ψn,+ : En → En1 and
φn2 ◦ Ψn,− : En → En2 factor through [ℓ] ∈ End(En) by Lemma 1, so there are two L-isogenies
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ψn,+ : En → En1 and ψn,− : En → En2 such that φn1 ◦Ψn,+ = ψn,+ ◦ [ℓ] and φn2 ◦Ψn,− = ψn,− ◦ [ℓ].
Since ker(ψn,+) ⊆ ker([L])∩ ker([ℓ(a+ b
√−d)]) and gcd(deg([L]), deg([ℓ(a+ b√−d)])) = L, the kernel
ideal of ψn,+ is In,1 = (L, ℓ(a+ b
√−d)). Similarly, the kernel ideal of ψn,− is In,2 = (L, ℓ(a− b
√−d)).
If En1 is isomorphic to En, then j(En1) = j(En) and In,1 is a principal left ideal of On. Because
In,2 is the conjugate ideal of In,1, In,2 is also principal and ψn,− is an endomorphism of En. In this
case, j(En2 ) = j(En1) = j(En) and we construct two loops at j(En) in GL(Fp, ℓ+ 1).
If En1 isn’t isomorphic to En and En1 is isomorphic to En2 , then j(En1) = j(En2) and ψn,+ and
ψn,− are two different L-isogenies since In,1 6= In,2. ψˆn,− ◦ ψn,+ and ψˆn,+ ◦ ψn,− are two 2-cycles at
j(En) in GL(Fp, ℓ+1). Furthermore, we have On1 = On2 and the right order of In,1 and In,2 is On1 , so
the right order of In1,1 and In1,2 is On. Since the corresponding isogenies of In1,1 and In1,2 are ψn1,+
and ψn1,−, we also construct two 2-cycles at j(En1) in GL(Fp, ℓ+ 1).
If En, En1 and En2 are not isomorphic, then the target elliptic curves of ψn1,+ (resp. ψn2,+) and
ψn1,− (resp. ψn2,−) are not isomorphic. If not, there exist a contradiction with the above two cases.
Since there are at most ℓ+ 1 vertices, we construct cycles at jn for n ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ}.
Remark 3.1. If Z[
√−d] can be embedded in the endomorphism ring of En, then In,1 and In,2 are
principal and there exist two cycles at j(En) in GL(Fp, ℓ+ 1).
The following example illustrates Theorem 1.
Example 1. Let p = 3461 and ℓ = 5. Since
( −7
3461
)
= −1, j(√−7) = 2553 is a supersingular j-invariant
in Fp. Let Fp2 = Fp(β) where β
2 + β + 1 = 0 in Fp2 . The solutions of Φ5(X, 3185) are j0 = 819,
j1 = 2402, j2 = 2591β + 1415, j3 = 1039β + 2586, j4 = 870β + 2285 and j5 = 2422β + 1547 in Fp2 .
By computing modular polynomials [19], we get the subgraph GL(Fp, ℓ + 1) which consists of these 6
vertices.
For L = 11 = 22 + 7 · 12, we have the following graph G11(F3461, 6).
j0
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
j4 //
??
j2oo
__ j1
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
j3 //
??
j5oo
__
For L = 23 = 42 + 7 · 12, we have the following graph G23(F3461, 6).
j5 //
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
j2oo
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
j0
??
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
j1
__
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
j3 //
__
j4oo
??
Next, we will discuss the usefulness of Theorem 1 in CGL hash function and the imaginary quadratic
order O which can be embedded in O ∼= End(E). The following example implies that we can find cycles
in supersingular isogeny graphs by Theorem 1.
Example 2. Let p = 12601 ≡ 6 mod 11, we have that j(1+
√−11
2 ) = −323 ≡ 5035 is a supersingular j-
invariant in Fp. 4825 is a root ofH−44(x) in Fp and j0 = 5035, j1 = 7022β+1350 and j2 = 5579β+1350
are the vertices next to 4825 in G2(Fp) where β2 + 11 = 0 in Fp2 . We have the following subgraph of
G47(Fp) which consists of j0, j1 and j2.
j088 ff j1
)) )) j2ii ii
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Charles, Goren and Lauter proved that if G2(Fp) has no 2-cycles then p ≡ 1 mod 840 in [3]. In this
example, we construct 2-cycles in G47(Fp) for p = 12601 ≡ 1 mod 840.
Based on Theorem 1 and these examples, we can say more about the collision resistance of the hash
function defined in [3]. In addition to choosing appropriate prime p discussed in [3], the prime ℓ can’t
split in imaginary quadratic orders which can be embedded in the endomorphism rings.
Z[τ ] plays an important role in Theorem 1, what can we say about the discriminant of Z[τ ]? Kaneko
[11] proved that every endomorphism ring of supersingular elliptic curve defined over Fp contains an
imaginary quadratic order O−D with discriminant −D satisfying D ≤ 4√3
√
p. Recently, Love and
Boneh [14] proved every endomorphism ring of supersingular elliptic curve contains an quadratic order
O−D with D < 2p
2
3 + 1.
4. Lengths of These Cycles
We will discuss the lengths of these cycles which we construct in Section 3. We also assume Z[τ ]
is optimally embedded in O ∼= End(E). As in the proof of Theorem 1, ψn,+ : En → En1 and
ψn,− : En → En2 are two L-isogenies. If Z[τ ] can be embedded in On ∼= End(En), then In,1 and In,2
are principal and we construct two loops at j(En) in GL(Fp, ℓ + 1). If LZ[ℓτ ] = LL′, we define m to
be the order of L in Z[ℓτ ]. Let D be the absolute value of the discriminant of Z[τ ], then D = 4d if
τ =
√−d and D = d if τ = 1+
√−d
2 with d ≡ 3 mod 4.
Theorem 2. Suppose j(E) 6= 0, 1728. Assume Z[τ ] and Z[ℓτ ] are optimally embedded in O and On
respectively where E and En are ℓ-isogenous. If p > ℓ
2LD and ℓ doesn’t split in Z[τ ], then there exist
two m-cycles at j(En) in GL(Fp, ℓ+ 1) where L splits into two principal ideals in Z[τ ].
Proof. Since j(E) 6= 0, 1728, we have Z[τ ] 6= Z[i],Z[ 1+
√−3
2 ] and the unit group of Z[τ ] is {±1}. If
τ =
√−d and write L = (a + b√−d)(a − b√−d), then m is the smallest positive integer such that
(a+ b
√−d)m = x+ y√−d with ℓ | y.
If ℓ | b, then m = 1 and we construct two loops at j(En) in GL(Fp, ℓ + 1). We assume ℓ ∤ b in the
following.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, if In,1 = (L, ℓ(a + b
√−d)) is principal, then there exist an element
α ∈ On such that Nrd(α) = L. We assume Z[ℓτ ] is optimally embedded in End(En) and ℓ ∤ b, so
α /∈ Z[ℓτ ]. The absolute value D′ of the determinant of Z[α] satisfies D′ ≤ 4Nrd(α) = 4L. By Theorem
2 in [11], we have 4p < 4ℓ2DL since two different imaginary orders Z[ℓτ ] and Z[α] can be embedded
in On. If p > ℓ2LD, then such α doesn’t exist and In,1 is not principle.
If m = 2, then [a± b√−d]2(Gn) = Gn. Since j(En) 6= j(En1), ψn1,+ ◦ ψn,+ : En → En1 → En is a
2-cycles at j(En) in GL(Fp, ℓ+ 1). In this case, ψn,− = ψˆn1,+ and j(En1) = j(En2).
If m > 2, then [a+ b
√−d]m(Gn) = [x + y
√−d](Gn) = Gn and j(En1) 6= j(En2 ). The composition
of the following 3m isogenies
En
φˆn // E
[a+b
√−d]// E
φn1 // En1
φˆn1 // E
[a+b
√−d]// . . . // E
[a+b
√−d]// E
φn // En
factors through [ℓm].
We want to prove the cycle En → En1 → . . .→ En is simple. Let In1 and In2 be the kernel ideals of
φn1 : E → En1 and φn2 : E → En2 . En1 and En2 are isomorphic if and only if there exists µ ∈ B∗p,∞
such that In1µ = In2 with Nrd(µ) = 1 and µ 6= ±1. Moreover, ℓ ∈ In1 , so µ ∈ ℓ−1In2 ⊆ O. If ℓ
doesn’t split in Z[τ ], then there exists an element β ∈ O with Nrd(β) = ℓ2 but β /∈ Z[τ ]. Z[β] is an
imaginary quadratic order which can be embedded in O, and the absolute value D′′ of the determinant
of Z[β] satisfies D′′ ≤ 4Nrd(β) = 4ℓ2. By Theorem 2 in [11], we have 4p < 4ℓ2D since Z[τ ] and Z[β]
are embedded in O. If p > ℓ2LD > ℓ2D, then such µ and β don’t exist. Moreover, we have proved
different Gn’s generate non-isomorphic elliptic curves. If ℓ | y, then [x + y
√−d](Gn) = Gn. On the
contrary, if [x+ y
√−d](Gn) = Gn, then [x+ y
√−d]P ∈ Gn for any P ∈ Gn. We have [y
√−d]P ∈ Gn
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for any P ∈ Gn, then ℓ | y and [y
√−d]P =∞ since [√−d]P /∈ Gn. The cycle En → En1 → . . .→ En is
a m-cycle. What’s more, [a− b√−d]m = x− y√−d, there is another m-cycle at j(En) in GL(Fp, ℓ+1).
If τ = 1+
√−d
2 , the proof is similar.
Remark 4.1. Assume ℓ splits in Z[τ ], we can discuss whether In1 and In2 are in the same class as
in [13] if we know the endomorphism ring of E. In general, if p > ℓ2LD and ℓ splits in Z[τ ], we can
construct two cycles with lengths m at j(En) in GL(Fp, ℓ + 1) without backtracking but may be not
simple.
Let’s return to Example 1.
Example 3. Because j0, . . . , j5 are different in Example 1, the conclusion of Theorem 2 also holds
even p = 3461 < 52 × 28L. Since the class number of Z[√−7] is one, by Deuring’s reducing and
lifting theorems, Z[5
√−7] is optimally embedded in On ∼= End(E(jn)) for n = 0, . . . , 5. For 11 =
(2+
√−7)(2−√−7), we compute m = 3, so there exist 3-cycles at jn in G11(Fp, ℓ+1) by Theorem 2.
For L = 23 = 42+7 · 12, we compute m = 6, so there exist 6-cycles at jn in G23(Fp, ℓ+1) by Theorem
2.
In the following of this section, we will deal with the special cases when j(E) = 1728 and 0. Let’s
recall a result in [13]:
Lemma 2. Suppose ℓ > 3.
(1) If p ≡ 3 mod 4 and p > 4ℓ2, there are 12 (ℓ − (−1ℓ )) vertices adjacent to 1728 in Gℓ(Fp), each
connecting 1728 with 2 edges.
(2) If p ≡ 2 mod 3 and p > 3ℓ2, there are 13 (ℓ− ( ℓ3 )) vertices adjacent to 0 in Gℓ(Fp), each connecting
0 with 3 edges.
For j(E) = 1728, first, we suppose ℓ > 3. If p ≡ 3 mod 4 and p > 4ℓ2, By Lemma 2, we can label
the vertices adjacent to 1728 in Gℓ(Fp) with jn for n = 1, . . . , 12 (ℓ− (−1ℓ )) and denote En = E(jn). We
know Z[i] is optimally embedded in End(E(1728)).
Theorem 3. Let ℓ be an odd prime and j1, . . . , j 1
2
(ℓ−(−1
ℓ
)) be the vertices adjacent to 1728 in Gℓ(Fp).
If p ≡ 3 mod 4 and p > 4ℓ2L, then there exist two m-cycles at every jn in GL(Fp) for L ≡ 1 mod 4.
Proof. Suppose ℓ > 3. If p ≡ 3 mod 4 and p > 4ℓ2L, then Z[ℓi] is optimally embedded in End(E(jn))
and In,1 and In,2 are not principle for every n ∈ {1, . . . , 12 (ℓ − (−1ℓ ))}. If L = (a + bi)(a − bi), then
m is the smallest positive integer such that (a + bi)m = x + yi with ℓ | y or ℓ | x. Let G′n = [i](Gn),
then G′n is the kernel of φˆn ◦ [i] : E(1728)→ E(1728)→ E(jn). φˆn and φˆn ◦ [i] are the two ℓ-isogenies
between E(1728) and E(jn). If ℓ | y or ℓ | x, then [x + yi](Gn) = Gn or G′n. On the contrary, if
[x + yi](Gn) = Gn, then [x + yi]P ∈ Gn for any P ∈ Gn. We have [yi]P ∈ Gn ∩ G′n = {∞}, so ℓ | y.
Similarly, if [x + yi](Gn) = G
′
n, then ℓ | x. There exist m-cycles at jn in the supersingular isogeny
graphs GL(Fp).
For ℓ = 3, we have Φ3(X, 1728) = (X
2 − 153542016X − 1790957481984)2. If p ≡ 3 mod 4 and
p > 31, then there are two vertices j1 and j2 adjacent to 1728 in Gℓ(Fp), each connecting 1728 with 2
edges. For L = a2 + b2, if 3 | a or 3 | b, there are two loops at j1 and j2 in GL(Fp). If 3 ∤ ab, we have
3 | (a2 − b2). There are two 2-cycles at j1 and j2 in GL(Fp).
Remark 4.2. For ℓ = 2, we have Φ2(X, 1728) = (X − 1728)(X − 663)2. If p ≡ 3 mod 4 and p > 11,
then 663 is a supersingular j-invariant which is different from 1728. Z[2i] is optimally embedded in
O(663). For L = a2 + b2, there are at least two loops at 663 in GL(Fp).
For j(E) = 0 and ℓ > 3, if p ≡ 2 mod 3 and p > 3ℓ2, by Lemma 2, we can label the vertices adjacent
to 0 in Gℓ(Fp) with jn for n = 1, . . . , 13 (ℓ − ( ℓ3 )). Let ǫ = 1+
√−3
2 , we have Z[ǫ] is optimally embedded
in End(E(0)).
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Theorem 4. Let ℓ be an odd prime and j1, . . . , j 1
3
(ℓ−( ℓ
3
)) be the vertices adjacent to 0 in Gℓ(Fp). If
p ≡ 2 mod 3 and p > 3ℓ2L, then there exist two m-cycles at every jn in GL(Fp) for L ≡ 1 mod 3.
Proof. For ℓ > 3, the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.
For ℓ = 3, we have Φ3(X, 0) = X(X − 12288000)3. If p ≡ 2 mod 3 and p > 23, we have −12288000
is a supersingular j-invariant which is different from 0. Z[3ǫ] is optimally embedded in O(−12288000).
For L ≡ 1 mod 3, there are at least two loops at −12288000 in GL(Fp).
Remark 4.3. For ℓ = 2, we have Φ2(X, 0) = (X − 54000)3. If p ≡ 2 mod 3 and p > 11, then 54000
is a supersingular j-invariant which is different from 0. It’s easy to show that Z[
√−3] is optimally
embedded in O(54000). For L ≡ 1 mod 3, there are at least two loops at 54000 in GL(Fp).
As we can see, m plays an important role in our theorems. Denote O = Z[τ ] and O′ = Z[ℓτ ]. Let h
and h′ be the class number of O and O′ respectively. We have the following formula in Chapter 7 of
[4]
h′
h
=
ℓ
[O∗ : O′∗]
(
1−
(
O
ℓ
)
1
ℓ
)
where O∗ and O′∗ are the unit groups of O and O′ respectively.
It’s easy to see that m | h
h′
. The following example shows that m can be any possible value.
Example 4. Let’s return to Example 1. For τ =
√−7 and ℓ = 5, we know that 5 is inert in Z[√−7]
and h
h′
= 6. We have m = 3 or 6 if L = 11 or 23. Furthermore, when L = 179 or 53, we have m = 1
or 2 respectively.
5. 2-Cycles
As in Section 4, suppose Z[τ ] is optimally embedded in O ∼= End(E). If En and E are ℓ-isogenous,
we can get the sufficient conditions that there are 2-cycles at j(En) in GL(Fp, ℓ+ 1).
Corollary 5.1. Suppose Z[τ ] and Z[ℓτ ] are optimally embedded in End(E) and End(En) respectively
and p > ℓ2LD where D is the absolute value of the determinant of Z[τ ].
(1)Suppose p ≡ 3 mod 4. If τ = i and ℓ > 2, then there exist 2-cycles at jn in GL(Fp, ℓ + 1) if
L = a2 + b2 with ℓ | (a2 − b2) and ℓ ∤ a.
(2)Suppose p ≡ 2 mod 3. If τ = ǫ and ℓ > 3, then there exist 2-cycles at jn in GL(Fp, ℓ + 1) if
L = a2 + 3b2 with ℓ ∤ a, ℓ ∤ b, ℓ ∤ (a+ b) and ℓ | (a2 − b2) (or ℓ | (b2 + 2ab), or ℓ | (a2 + 2ab)).
(3)If τ 6= Z[i], Z[ǫ] and ℓ > 2, then there exist 2-cycles at jn in GL(Fp, ℓ+ 1) if L = (a+ bτ)(a− bτ)
with ℓ | a and ℓ ∤ b.
(4)If τ =
√−d 6= i and ℓ = 2, then there exist 2-cycles at jn in GL(Fp, ℓ+ 1) if L = (a+ b
√−d)(a−
b
√−d) with 2 ∤ b.
For m = 1, there are loops at j(En) in GL(Fp). The method in [1] can be used to determine the
upper bounds on p for which j(En) has unexpect loops in GL(Fp). If E, En and L satisfy the conditions
in Corollary 5.1, then there exist two L-isogenies from En to E
′
n. In the remainder of this section,
we will determine the upper bound on p for which there exist unexpected isogenies from En to E
′
n of
degree L.
Since Z[ℓτ ] is optimally embedded in On and L = (a + bτ)(a + bτ¯ ), we have In,1 = (L, ℓ(a + bτ))
and In,2 = (L, ℓ(a+ bτ¯)) are the kernel ideals corresponding to ψn,+ and ψn,−. What’s more, we know
that In,1 and In,2 are in the same ideal class if L satisfies the conditions in Corollary 5.1. D denotes
the absolute value of the discriminant of Z[τ ].
Theorem 5. Suppose ℓ is ramified or inert in Z[τ ] and L satisfies the condition in Corollary 5.1. If
p > Dℓ2L, then there are only two L-isogenies from En to E
′
n.
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Proof. If there is another L-isogeny from En to E
′
n, the corresponding kernel ideal J must belong
to XL and In,1 = Jµ, where µ ∈ B∗p,∞ with Nrd(µ) = 1. Since L ∈ J , we have Lµ ∈ In,1 and
µ ∈ L−1In,1. There exist x, y ∈ On such that µ = L−1(xL+ yℓ(a+ bτ)) = L−1(x(a+ bτ¯ )+ ℓy)(a+ bτ),
and α = x(a+ bτ¯ ) + ℓy with Nrd(α) = L. We have ℓα ∈ O since ℓx, ℓy and a+ bτ¯ are in O.
If ℓα ∈ Z[τ ], then α ∈ ℓ−1Z[τ ]. Since ℓ is ramified or inert in Z[τ ], the set of elements with norm ℓ2
in Z[τ ] is {εℓ : ε ∈ Z[τ ]∗}. For simplicity, we can assume α = a + bτ or a + bτ¯ . If α = a + bτ¯ , then
µ = 1 and J = In,1. If α = a + bτ , then µ =
a+bτ
a+bτ¯ and J = In,2. If ℓα is not in Z[τ ], by Theorem
2 in [11], we have 4p ≤ 4DNrd(ℓα) = 4Dℓ2L since Z[τ ] and Z[ℓα] are embedded in O. We assume
p > Dℓ2L, so such α doesn’t exist. This proves the theorem.
The following examples show the bound in Theorem 5 is sharp.
Example 5. Let p ≡ 2 mod 3 and ℓ = 2, then j(√−3) = 54000 is a supersingular j-invariant in
Fp and 2 is inert in Z[
√−3]. For L = 7 = (2 + √−3)(2 − √−3) and p = 317, j1 = 100β + 188,
j2 = 217β + 88 and j3 = 0 are the vertices adjacent to 54000 where β
2 + β + 1 = 0. There exist three
7-isogenies from j1 to j2. What’s more, p = 317 is the largest prime satisfying p ≡ 2 mod 3 and
p < 12× 22 × 7 = 336.
Let p ≡ 3 mod 4 and ℓ = 2, then j(2i) = 663 is a supersingular j-invariant in Fp and 2 is ramified
in Z[2i]. For L = 13 = (3 + 2i)(3− 2i) and p = 827, j1 = 774β + 169, j2 = 53β + 169 and j3 = 1728
are the vertices adjacent to 663 where β2+1 = 0. There exist three 13-isogenies from j1 to j2. In fact,
p = 827 is the largest prime satisfying p ≡ 3 mod 4 and p < 16× 22 × 13 = 832.
6. Conclusion
For a supersingular elliptic curve E, if an imaginary quadratic order Z[τ ] can be embedded in End(E)
and a prime L splits into two principle ideals in Z[τ ], we construct loops or cycles in supersingular
L-isogeny graph at the vertices which are ℓ-isogeny to E. If Z[ℓτ ] is optimally embedded in End(En)
and LZ[ℓτ ] = LL′, then the length of each cycle which we construct at jn is the order of L in Z[ℓτ ].
If we walk two steps at supersingular ℓ-isogeny graph from E, we can get ℓ(ℓ+1) vertices in general
and construct loops and cycles at these vertices in L-isogeny graph by our method. In general, similar
results hold for any steps. These results show a deeper connection between different supersingular
isogeny graphs.
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